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St. Hilary’s Friday Notes
Friday, 21st May 2021

ST HILARY’S AND THE PHILOSOPHER’S STONE
'Do faith and doubt work side by side to take us around the unknown bend?'
Miss Hall
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School has been a hive of activity this week and the rather unseasonal
weather has neither dampened our spirits or blown us away! It is
difficult to believe that we are now rolling towards Half Term
although there is a glimmer of hope and the weather forecast is
predicting much better weather next week.
We are working hard to ensure that we can reinstate as many events
as possible to enable the boys and girls to both benefit from and enjoy
the wide range of opportunities that usually fill our Summer Term
calendar. Indeed, we are all enjoying the increased sense of normality
whilst remaining cautious and following the regulations and guidance
to ensure everyone keeps as safe as possible. Further information will
follow to parents shortly, regarding forthcoming events.
The buzz at the gate, as our Year 1 girls and boys arrived yesterday
morning was delightful to see (and feel!) and there was a hive of
excited activity in classrooms and corridors as they prepared for

their trip to Windsor Castle. Please see Mrs Hillery’s notes for
further information but it was clear on their return that they had all
had a wonderful time!
The traffic on the ‘Big Red Staircase’ continues to increase as the
children make their way up to share news and work, bursting with
pride. Congratulations too go to those who have shown excellent work
to me this week. I know a lot of hard work has gone in to this and
these boys and girls have shown True Grit to ‘pull it out of the bag’.
Well done. Many of you will be aware that it was World Bee Day
yesterday so it has been particularly fitting to receive so many
creations involving bees, including both pictures and models. I was
particularly impressed with Finlie’s (Y4) origami bees. Fantastic,
Finlie, well done! Origami has been part of our Enrichment programme
this Half Term and has really captured the children’s imagination.
It has been very pleasing to see that the children are now able to
participate in a wider berth of activities outside of School. Thank you
to Jocelyn and Darcie (Y1) for sharing your impressive clink of medals
presented to them at the Young Athletes Club Open Meet last Sunday
and to Ethan also in Y1 for winning some constellation cards and books
with his invention of ‘Alien Speed,’ a detective droid in a Science Club
competition. I also enjoyed seeing Honor’s, Y5, pony rosettes. So well
deserved, Honor and the very first rosettes for this academic year!
As I write, St Hilary’s Numeracy Day is in full swing and I have just
returned from watching Y6 pupils complete a Numeracy Scavenger
hunt in the hall. Initially, this was due to be held outside but
unfortunately, the weather beat us today! However, it was wonderful
to see the pupils so engaged and embracing the challenges with relish.
Well done, girls it was very tricky indeed.
I hope that you have a lovely weekend and I look forward to seeing
you at the gate on Monday morning.
Mrs Jane Whittingham
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This afternoon the following Headmistress’ Awards and Commendations were presented during
Assembly:
Headmistress Award
Hettie (Y4)– For achieving 1st place in the Surrey Drama festival for IAPS in the Year 3 and 4
Shakespeare category
Janusa (Y6) - For achieving 1st place in the Surrey Drama festival for IAPS for her selfwritten speech.
Commendations
Jessica (Y5) – For excellent descriptive writing based on the Iron Man demonstrating good
figurative language
Sienna (Y1) – For excellent story writing showing good use of descriptive language and
punctuation
Finlie (Y4) – For using origami to make a bee decoration to mark World Bee Day
Felicity T (Y5) – For excellent character descriptions and outstanding progress
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Elena (Y5) - For excellent character descriptions and outstanding progress
Anjali (Y3) – For achieving 2nd place in the Surrey Drama Festival for IAPS with her monologue
Isabella (Y3) – For excellent answers to Ancient Egypt comprehension
Alexa (Y3) - For excellent answers to Ancient Egypt comprehension
Amaya (Y3) - For excellent answers to Ancient Egypt comprehension
Aubrey (Y2) - For excellent instruction writing in English
Ella (Y2) - For excellent instruction writing in English
Amelia (Y4) – For incredible inference work in English
Vera (Y5) – For commitment and progress in Maths in a new language
Finley (Y1) – For asking sensible and super questions on the trip to Windsor Castle
Felicia (Y5) – For working really well when completing the Numeracy Day Scavenger Hunt
Grace H (Y6) – For being the first to complete all the challenge questions in the Numeracy Day
Scavenger Hunt
Emily (Y6) – For being the first to complete all the challenge questions in the Numeracy Day
Scavenger Hunt
Cutlery Award
Alice (YR) – For amazing table manners and correct use of cutlery
Buzzy Bee Learner
Lexie (Y4) – For outstanding work in English this term! Always doing her absolute best and
producing magnificent work
Louie (YR) – For trying his best in every area of learning

NOTES FROM MRS MITCHELL – DEPUTY HEAD

Next week, we are officially allowed to hug! Take a look at Alice and Clara from
the YR bubble, who were so thrilled to see one another after lockdown. Pure
happiness!
Reception is always a buzz of excitement as there is so much to play, learn and do!
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We were delighted to invite year 1
parents to take a tour, led by their
son/daughter last week and Reception
this week. The children were excellent
ambassadors for the school. Well done,
Year 1 and Reception!
The children have really enjoyed being able to take part in whole
year group bubble assemblies with Mrs Whittingham. This week
there was a focus on one of our school values; responsibility. Mrs
Whittingham’s assembly ended with a challenging test on the names
of world leaders. I was very impressed with the Year 4 knowledge
particularly remembering some tricky names.

Year 6 enjoyed being very mischievous and writing on the tables
with special pens to discover more about the properties of 2D
shapes and angles.

Over the next few weeks the children across the school will be renewing their garden class
barrels. The children will be choosing their own book to read based around the themes, ‘Equality,
Diversity and Inclusivity.’ This week Year 3 have managed to complete their barrels despite the
weather!
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Learning about all the different sizes and styles of homes that people
lived in after reading 'Home' by Carson Ellis, 3DP designed their own
special homes and have planted them in their barrel. 3DP felt that if
everyone lived in the same sort of house the world would be a little
boring. However, everyone living in completely different homes - from
igloos to castles made their world much more colourful and exciting.

3R chose ‘Lovely’ by Jess Hong. Big, small, curly,
straight, loud, quiet, smooth, wrinkly. Lovely explores
a world of differences that all add up to the same
thing: we are all lovely!
Kindergarten have been creative this week making some wonderful sunflower paintings for the
residents at Jubilee House. They have also been watching their sunflowers grow.

Mrs Mitchell

PRE-PREP NOTES FROM MRS HILLERY
The boys and girls in Year 1 have had the most exciting few days! The highlight of the week –
and the term, so far – was the trip to Windsor Castle. The children have been studying castles
and the visit to Windsor was a wonderful way for them to experience a little of what life would
have been like in medieval days. The children got the opportunity to look around St George’s
Chapel as well as the State Apartments. They were amazed at the scale of the buildings and
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captivated by the castle contents. The boys and girls visited the Grand Reception Room, where
the Queen greets overseas dignitaries. The children were very surprised to find that Her
Majesty uses a secret door to enter this special room. The Royal Standard flag was flying so
there was eager anticipation that they might catch a glimpse of the Queen (they didn’t, sadly!).
The boys and girls were thrilled to see a guard marching to and from his sentry box and even
got a slight nod of acknowledgement from him after they quietly thanked him. It was the second
trip out for the children this week. On Tuesday, they made a splash at Broadwater leisure
centre, when their swimming lessons resumed. There was great excitement – beginning with the
journey on the minibus! The children have had a brilliant week in and out of the classroom and
on both trips out, were excellent ambassadors for St Hilary’s.

Year 2 have enjoyed concocting their own disgusting sandwich recipes this week, just like Mrs
Grinling did, to deter the seagulls in The Lighthouse Keepers Lunch. After coming up with some
revolting ideas, they used imperative verbs and time connectives to write clear instructions
about how to create their sandwich. We looked at telling the time and were impressed by how
much the children had remembered about o’clock, half past, quarter past and quarter to. Time
is a great Maths topic which can be reinforced easily at home – please do ask your children to
tell you what the time is and then how long it will be until another given time or since a previous
event. In topic, the children learnt about how World War 2 changed life as people knew it in so
many ways, including how it changed the British seaside. Following on from learning about teeth
in PSCHE, the children were fascinated to see the effects of cola, orange juice and sugar free
squash had on egg shells (which have a similar chemical composition to our teeth). On Friday,
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Year 2 had great fun with a Maths themed day for St Hilary’s Numeracy Day, a scavenger hunt
and lots of games were enjoyed by all!

Mrs Hillery

EYFS NOTES FROM MRS HILLERY
This week in Nursery the children have had a fantastic week learning about the colour red and
about squares. They have been on a shape hunt around the school, made jam sandwiches, stuck
a red square block and built towers. We have also been busy playing in the garden trying to miss
the rain showers, and checking up on our seeds we planted with Miss Woodman.

The Kindergarten children have had great fun learning all about Meteorites as part of our ‘Space’
topic. They have been fascinated to find out about the different planets in Space and discover
the different kinds of meteors. Out of clay, the children have then made their very own
meteorite, giving their models craters and prints using tools and their hands. The children have
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also been practising their fine motor skills by threading around a star. The children showed
great skill in weaving in and out of the holes.
We have also been creating some observational sunflower painting after Mr Dimi kindly gave
each class a Sunflower that he had been growing in the greenhouse. The paintings look fantastic,
and we now have a class competition, whose will be the tallest?
In music on Thursday, Mrs Wood was very impressed at how well the children know our songs
for our End of Term Production ‘Croak’ already. Today we even added some actions to the songs.

In Reception, our week began with our second exciting visit to the Hall, for a real life assembly
with Mrs Whittingham. The children loved it, and learned all about ‘Responsibility’ which is one
of our School Values.
In English we enjoyed the story ‘Whatever Next’ by Jill Murphy. A little bear takes an adventure
into space with nothing more than his imagination. We set the children a task of using their
imaginations to take a trip to space – What would they go in? A bunk bed? A bath tub? A book?
We are encouraging the children to be more independent in their writing and are so pleased to
see the results and the pride on their faces! As always the children are enjoying our twice
weekly phonics sessions, where we are all learning about blends and consonant clusters – wow!
In Mathematics we have been doubling and halving! With help from some rubber ducks and a
Farmer who lost his Llamas, the children have grasped these concepts well and have been seen
using them in their play. Maybe you could practise doubling at home using mirrors to help you?
We finished the week with a super fun Numeracy day – where we consolidated our learning of
halving and doubling as well as playing number games related to ordering, addition and grouping!
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As our topic draws to a close, we have been astronomers – learning about how stars are formed
and placed in the sky. The children have created their very own constellations and have given
them wonderful names.
As always the children are enjoying our twice weekly phonics sessions, where we are all learning
about blends and consonant clusters – wow!

Mrs Hillery
CELEBRATIONS
The following boys and girls were proud to be awarded a certificate for Pupil of the
Week:
RR – Thomas – For answering questions in Assembly
RR – Alexander – For taking his jobs in class very seriously
RE – Nehara – For excellent independent writing, using her phonic knowledge to support super
spelling
RE – Hamish – For super doubling work, using his understanding of counting in 2s to support him
1H – Jasper – For showing great interest in our Castles topic
1H – Eli – For writing about jousting well
1GS – Arthur – For excellent curiosity in learning and super effort
1GS – Edward – For greater effort and participation in lessons
2B – Zachary – For super work on time in Maths
2P – Alexia – For excellent instructions for a revolting sandwich
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CURRICULUM INFORMATION
MATHS
The week has flown by incredibly quickly and the children have been working as hard as ever
with their Maths work.
In Year 3 the children have been linking their history studies of Egypt with their Maths work
and looking at the Ancient Egyptian number system. This is brilliant revision of their place value
skills, where the positioning of each symbol is key to solving its value.
In Year 4 we have been focusing on Perimeter and Area. The children have been finding
perimeters of rectilinear shapes and using investigations to examine a perimeter formula. We
then moved on to area. We explored the area of compound shapes and compared different
layouts to see if there was a relationship between the size of a shape and its area.
The Year 5 children have been looking at co-ordinates and movement of shapes around a four
quadrant co-ordinate grid. We revised how to write co-ordinates and vectors correctly, and how
the two differ. The children then began work on translation. They moved shapes for one
quadrant to another and observed what effect this had on the co-ordinates of each vertices.
In Year 6, our project on real-life finances has continued. This week the girls have been
budgeting for a weekly food shop, as well as looking at the role of banks and building societies.
We have discussed the pros and cons of having a bank account; how a bank account is managed,
and examined bank statements. The girls are really enjoying this work and are amazed at both
the costs of everyday things and the workings of real-life money! With Mrs Mitchell this week,
the Year 6 girls were investigating angles. The children used tape to make interesting designs
on the classroom tables and were then set the task of finding and measuring as many angles as
they could. As we are not usually allowed to write on the school desks, this made for an even
more exciting and engaging activity!
Today (21st May) we are celebrating Numeracy Day here at St Hilary’s. The children are
completing some exciting cross-curriculum activities, related to Maths, in all of their lessons. I
look forward to sharing with you in the next edition of ‘Friday Notes’ the wonderful fun they
have had, exploring how their Maths learning links into the other subjects……..watch this space!
Mrs Brown
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ENGLISH
In English lessons this week, Year 3 pupils, inspired by their class book, ‘The Sheep-Pig’, have
planned a story based on one of Fly's puppies who leaves Farmer Hogget's farm to become a
sheep-dog on a new farm. Unfortunately, there is a disaster on the way: a crash, a fall, a breakdown, and even a storm, and the puppy is lost. Year 3 planned a beginning, middle and ending for
their puppy adventure story. They included lots of wonderful adjectives to describe the puppy
and the settings, as well as the different feelings the puppy experienced on its adventure. Next
week they will use this plan to write their puppy tail - or tale!
In Year 4 lots of super spelling work has been completed this week. Pupils have continued to
push themselves to write interesting and challenging spellings sentences and House Points were
awarded for sentences with alliteration and similes. Both classes have read the pivotal chapter
in ‘Street Child’ which ends in tragic circumstances, and are using it as a springboard for diary
writing from Jim’s perspective as he starts his life in the workhouse. In preparation for this
task, pupils have been analysing features of diary writing such as an informal style, past tense,
first person and describing thoughts and feelings.
Year 5 pupils have dazzled us with their wonderful descriptions of the Iron Man. Here, they
evoked colour to bring images and emotions to life. The Iron Man was red with fury, purple with
confusion and blue with sadness. Mrs Price and I look forward to reading their next piece of
work on this enigmatic character.
In Year 6, pupils have continued with their reading and understanding of ‘The Silver Sword’. We
continue to be impressed by their empathetic and sensible reaction to this important novel.
After Half Term they will be studying this period in their History lessons and we look forward
to the cross curricular teaching and learning which this will facilitate.
Mrs Beach

PERFORMING ARTS
Surrey Drama Festival for IAPS Schools
Since the conclusion of our outstanding House Drama, our selected winners were then entered
into the inaugural Surrey Drama Festival for IAPS Schools, hosted by St. Hilary's. The videos
of these finals can be found below. Our pupils that were entered really did the school proud and
were impressive competing against 13 other local preparatory schools. I would like to give a
special mention to:
Anjali - Y3 - 2nd Place in the Year 3 and 4 monologue category
Hettie - Y4 - 1st Place in the Year 3 and 4 Shakespeare category
Janusa - Y6 - 1st place in the Year 5 and 6 Speech writing category
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An amazing achievement girls, and we are all extremely proud of all our finalists. We cannot wait
to host this event, in person, next year!
Year 3 and 4 Finals: https://youtu.be/hQDMGiK6Okw
Year 5 and 6 Finals: https://youtu.be/QGH9HrSL6Yg
Curriculum news
The hard work continues in the studio for all of our boys and girls this week. Year 6 are flying
through the dance numbers and scenes for their upcoming production of Aladdin. Year 5 are
close to completing the filming of their self-written silent films, which are moving into the
editing suite. Year 4 did a Twelfth night character study, whilst Year 3 were devising about
naughty police officers! Year 2 continued exploring the wonderful world of Roald Dahl, with
Year 1 preparing to create their very own St. Hilary's Fairy tale. Reception combined for a
Performing Arts extravaganza this week, with much fun had by all.
LAMDA - 2021/2022
We are so very fortunate to have such a thriving and successful LAMDA setup at St. Hilary's,
and we are now able to enrol more pupils from Year 2 next year. If you would be interested in a
trial session for your son or daughter this year with the view of beginning lessons next academic
year, please do contact me.
Mr Parton

SPORTS NEWS
The weather is certainly challenging the PE department this week. We don’t know from one
minute to the next what the weather is going to be like but we are patiently waiting for the
Summer sun.
In the last two weeks we have re-introduced every child in Pre-Prep and Prep back into the
swimming pool, with huge success. We have a big advantage at the moment in that we have
exclusive use at both swimming pools and as a result have much more flexibility in our teaching.
This week Pre-Prep were assessed and after a year out of the water for most children, the level
of swimming was very high. We are very excited about moving lots of our Year 1 children into
the main pool at Godalming next week. Special mention goes to our Year 2 children who had their
first lesson at Charterhouse this week. They jumped straight back in, with one group swimming
an incredible 10 lengths in their first week. The other group were all swimming lengths by the
end of their lesson. Well done everyone for their bravery, determination and resilience.
Well done to Year 4 this week for bravely battling the elements to play cricket in windy wet
conditions against Greenfield. Match reports to follow next week.
Mrs McGuigan
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WEEK’S MENU FOR w/c 24th May
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